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Abstract: Load balancing is essential for optimization of resources in distributed environments. The major goal of the
cloud computing service providers is to use cloud computing resources efficiently to enhance the overall performance.
Load balancing in cloud computing environment is a methodology to distribute workload across multiple computers to
achieve optimal resource utilization with minimum response time. The proposed system pave the way for the green
computing by allocating the virtual machine based on the load its processing for the optimization of number of servers
in use. The performance of the algorithm is analyzed using Cloudsim simulator .The simulation result ensures that all
the processors in the system as well as in the network does approximately equal amount of work at any instant of time
by comparing with other algorithms by its spoofing abilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is a new technology used by industry
and in many areas for storing and retrieving the files and
necessary documents where distributed computing forms
the basis. The main issues in Cloud Computing lies in
scheduling the incoming request in an efficient way with
minimum response time and also the resources should not
be underutilized. Algorithms like Round Robin, FCFS and
Throttled are good in serving the client request with
minimum response time. But the problem of high
communication delays and underutilization of resources
are not fulfilled in executing the client request which leads
to imbalance of cloud system. Load balancing is very
much essential for increasing the throughput and
minimizing the response time. Therefore every virtual
machine in cloud system should do the same amount of
work throughout in processing the request. The load
balancing can be done by dynamically forwarding the
incoming client request to remote nodes or machines
which are less utilized. This load balancing improves by
maximizing the user satisfaction, minimizing response
time, increasing resource utilization, reducing number of
job rejections and thus overall performance of the system
is enhanced. Dynamic resource management can be
efficiently done in cloud system by virtualization
technology. Therefore power efficiency can be improved
by assigning multiple virtual machines to a single physical
server. Consequently power consumption can be lowered
by turning off some of the servers or putting them in sleep
mode. In this paper, we present a novel VM assign
algorithm which allocates incoming client request to
available virtual machines depending on the load i.e. VM
with least work load is found and then new request is
allocated.

information about the virtual machines and number of
requests currently allocated. Initially when a request
arrives, it selects the VM based on which machine is least
loaded and returns id of the VM to the data center
controller. When there are more than one VM is found, the
first identified is returned. Data center controller notifies
the Active VM load balancer of the new allocation.
The allocation using Throttled algorithm is completely
based on the virtual machine. The client first sends
requests to the load balancer to check for the availability
of VM which is capable of handling and processing the
request. The Active Monitoring Load Balancer maintains
information about each VM’s and the number of request
currently allocated to which VM when a request is allocate
a new VM arrives. If there are more than one VM, the first
identified is selected AMLB returns the VM id to the data
centres controller. The data centres controller send the
request to the VM identified by that id. The data centre
controller notifies the AMLB to new allocation and
cloudlets is sent to it.

FIG 1.THROTTLED ALGORITHM
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The proposed work least VM assign algorithm is
compared with Active VM load balancer algorithm. The
main aim is to distribute the load to the available VM
In this section load balancing algorithms used in cloud efficiently so that the resources are not over or under
computing environment are briefly summarized. The utilized. Initially all the VM are assigned to zero. If the
Active load balancing algorithm maintains all the current
VM is used already used then its value is incremented.
II. EXISTING ALGORITHM IN CLOUD
COMPUTING
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Then the VM having least value is assigned the load. If the CloudSim is a new generalized and extensible simulation
selected VM is not free then it is excluded from the VM framework that enables seamless modeling, simulation,
list.
experimentation of emerging Cloud computing
infrastructures and management services. The simulation
ALGORITHM
framework has the following novel features: (i) support for
modeling and instantiation of large scale Cloud computing
Least VM assign algorithm()
infrastructure, including data centers on a single physical
{
computing node and java virtual machine; (ii) a selfInputs: Job= X1,X2,…………Xn
contained platform for modeling data centers, service
Initialize all the available VM to zero
brokers, scheduling, and allocations policies; (iii)
Old VM OVM1,OVM2,………………..,OVMn=0;
availability of virtualization engine, which aids in creation
New VM NVM1,NVM2,…………………,NVMN=0;
and management of multiple, independent, and co-hosted
virtualized services on a data center node; and (iv)
If (OVM1==1)
flexibility to switch between space-shared and time{
shared allocation of processing cores to virtualized
NVM1+=1;
services.
}
Else if
Cloud computing provides opportunity to dynamically
{
scale the computing resources for applications. These
NVM1+=1;
Resources are shared among customers using
}
virtualization technology. Using these resources efficiently
SelectedVM=LeastVMof(NVM1,NVM2,………………… is an open challenge. Since, cloud computing consists of
,NVMN)
large number of resources, testing these new policies on
If(Selected VM is free)
real world is time consuming and difficult. To ease the
{
problem of modeling and testing policies, Virtual Cloud is
Selected VM=req(X1,X2,…………Xn)
being proposed, for cloud computing environment. Virtual
}
Cloud helps developers to model and test, their policies to
utilize the cloud computing resources efficiently.
Else
Developed as multi-layered architecture, this simulator
{
helps to test new approaches, find the bottlenecks before
Least VM =exclude(selected VM)
implementing in real world cloud computing environment.
}
We can use cloudsim for the implementation work as it is
goto selected VM
open source and much beneficial for our research work.
IV. SIMULATORS
To The main aim of simulator is to test the
implementation work in the absence of the required
environment. Thus in the cloud environment two simulator
are used CloudSim and Vcloud. CloudSim is the open
source. Some simulators available for the distributed field
such as SimGrid, GridSim, etc such simulators are not
valid for the cloud computing as the cloud environment
having multiple layers while SimGrid and GridSim are
made for the single layer environment.

V. CONCLUSION
Choosing right load balancer at the beginning is
imperative to the success of complex implementations
later. So far we studied about the various load balancing
algorithms. The proposed algorithm least VM assign
method distribute workload across multiple computers to
achieve optimal resource utilization with minimum
response time. Thus problems in existing algorithms are
overcome in proposed method thus achieving increased
resource utilization, minimum response time and
maximum user satisfaction. Cloudsim simulator is used for
algorithm implementations. Cloud sim is a framework
which enables modelling and simulation and
experimenting
on
designing
Cloud
computing
infrastructure self-contained platform which can be used to
model data centres, hosts, service brokers, scheduling and
allocation policies
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